
Antibiotic Resistance
Why should I care?
• Antibiotics are used in human medicine for treatment of bacterial

infections and in animal agriculture for the prevention and treatment of
disease as well as growth promotion.

• Once bacteria develop or acquire antibiotic resistance, antibiotics are no
effective against those bacteria.

• The number of antibiotic resistant infections is increasing each year, while
the number of new antibiotics being discovered are declining.

• New solutions are needed to combat the growing public health issue of
antibiotic resistance.

What does it have to do with our watershed?
• A large portion of antibiotics are excreted un-metabolized and can reach

the natural environment via wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) effluent,
run-off from animal feeding operations (AFOs) or fields where manure has
been applied.

• Low levels of antibiotics can create an environment where antibiotic
resistance genes (ARG) are selected or passed between bacteria.

• Or the ARG may themselves be transported to the river along similar
pathways as antibiotics.
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Environmental DNA

Sample Collection and Molecular Analysis

What  is the dominant mechanism driving  
the spread of ARG within a watershed?

Objectives
1) Determine the unique ARG profile, a “fingerprint ,” of 

each environment: pristine, urban, and agriculture

2) Characterize the ARG profile of river sites within a mixed-
land use watershed using the “fingerprinting” technique.

3) Determine what spatial indicators are effective in 
explaining the variations in the ARG profiles of river 
samples.

Selection of ARG from 
native bacteria

Transport of ARG from 
source environments

Characterizing the ARG Profile of the River

Linking ARG Profiles with Spatial Variables

Conclusions
• The approach developed was capable of distinguishing between pristine 

river, agricultural, and urban environments based on their unique ARG 
fingerprint.

• Fingerprinting of the mixed land use watershed revealed that  the 
impacted river was more similar to WWTPs than AFOs or the pristine river.

• When taken in context with the spatial distribution of sources to river sites, 
sub-watersheds with greater agricultural land use showed equal or greater 
similarity with AFOs than WWTPs or the pristine river.

• Transport of ARG from sources to the river may be the dominant 
mechanism explaining the spread of ARG in this mixed land use watershed.
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Cooperating farms and wastewater treatment plants

Characterizing the ARG Profile of Pristine and Source Environments

Presence of ARG

• Sul(I) was detected in 100% of source 
environments but only once in the pristine 
environment

• The genes tet(C), tet(E), and tet(O) are 
correlated and located by WWTPs

• The genes tet(H), tet(Q), tet(S), and tet(T) are 
correlated and located by AFOs

• The tet(W) and tet(M) genes were detected 
frequently in both pristine and source 
environments they are ubiquitous

Phylogenetic Analysis of tet(W)

•The WWTP environment was significantly different from AFO 
lagoon environment (p<0.0001)

•AFO lagoons are each unique

•Greater diversity may be linked with greater selective pressure

• Pristine River sediment was unique from both AFO lagoons 
(p<0.02) and WWTP activated sludge (p<0.04)

• Pristine River sequences were unique from database

Presence of  ARG

• Impacted River is distinct from 
pristine river and sources

• River sites are classified with WWTPs

• SPR3 is classified with AFOs

• SPR3 not significantly different 
from any other environment

• PR4  significantly different from 
AFO lagoons (p<0.05) but not from 
the other environments

PR4 is 4km 
downstream of 
where a major 

WWTP discharge

SPR3 is 4km 
downstream of 2 

large AFOs

Building a Geospatial Database

• The sub-watershed of each 
sampling location was dilineated

• Distances from sources to river 
sampling sites were calculated

• GPS unit  River sampling sites

• EPA Envirofacts Warehouse 
WWTPs

• Environmental Risk Assessment 
and Management System 
(eRAMS)  AFOs

Tools for collecting information:

Data processing and analysis:

sul1

tet(W)

Multivariate Linear Regression of  Quantity of 
ARG in the River with Spatial Variables

• As expected, higher concentrations of sul(I) 
were correlated with  greater source impact 
in the river

• As expected, quantities of tet(W) were not 
correlated with spatial indicators of sources.


